
Math 374, Dynamial Systems, Fall 2005Computer Projet #1Rates of ConvergeneDUE DATE: Friday, Sept. 30th, 5:00 pmThe goal of the projet is for you to investigate the rate of onvergene of an orbit to an attrating�xed point or period 2-yle. In partiular, we will explore the relation between the magnitude ofthe derivative at an attrating �xed point (or periodi yle) and how fast (or slow) the onvergeneis for nearby orbits. This lab is based on Experiment 5.6 of the ourse text.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example,a textbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened at the end ofyour report. The projet should be typed although you do not have to typeset your mathematialnotation. For example, you an leave spae for a graph, omputations, tables, et. and then writeit in by hand later. You an also inlude graphs or omputations in an appendix at the end of yourreport. Your presentation is important and I should be able to learly read and understand whatyou are saying. Spelling mistakes and sentene fragments, for example, should not our. Only oneprojet per group need be submitted.Your report should provide oherent answers to eah of the following questions. Be sure toanswer all of the questions asked. Read arefully. Please do not overload your report (or myattention for reading) by inluding large numbers of graphs or any long lists of orbits.Using Maple to Iterate FuntionsAlthough you an use the java applet The Funtion Iterator on the Dynamial Systems andTehnology Projet website at Boston University (linked from our ourse website), Maple is farmore aurate in omputing orbits and muh easier to use one you know the orret ommands.Sine iteration is a reursive proess, omputers are partiularly well-suited for omputing orbits.For example, to iterate the funtion f(x) = x2 + 0:3 with starting value x0 = 0:2 for 15 iterations,typef := x -> x^2 + 0.3: x0 := 0.2: n := 15:for i from 1 to n dox0:= f(x0);end do;You should see the �rst 15 iterates of the orbit of x0 under the funtion f , with the last outputbeing x0 := 5080.367121First, note that we begin by de�ning f; x0 and n. These are parameters that you may needto hange for eah problem. Be sure to exeute these ommands before doing the next problem,otherwise you may be iterating the wrong funtion or wrong initial seed.Seond, we de�ne a for loop to atually ompute the orbit. Important Tip: To skip to thenext line in Maple without exeuting the ommand use the shift and return keys together. Theentire for loop should be written at only one exeution prompt > If you want to learn more aboutfor loops in Maple type ?for at a ommand prompt.1



Third, to supress the entire output, use a olon : instead of a semi-olon ; in the last two linesof the for loop. Typing x0; then gives the last value obtained from the loop. This an be usefulfor those orbits whih onverge very slowly to the �xed point.Another useful ommand you may want to use is the solve ommand, used to solve equations.For example, to �nd the �xed points of a funtion f we need to solve f(x) = x whih is aomplishedwith:solve(f(x)=x,x);However, it is important to realize that many equations an not be solved expliitly (ie. withradials, et.) In this ase you an replae solve with fsolve to �nd a numerial answer. Forexample, the �xed points of f(x) = x6 + 3x + 1 are found by typingfsolve(x^6 + 3*x + 1=x,x);You should obtain �1 and �0:5086603916. If you want more digits you an type Digits := 20whih provides 20 digits to the right of the deimal.Lab QuestionsEah of the funtions listed below have an attrating �xed point or a neutral �xed point whihattrats in at least one diretion. The orbit of 0:2 is attrated to this �xed point. Using Maple,determine how long it takes the orbit of 0:2 to ome within � = 1�10�5 = 0:00001 of the �xed point.The goal is to determine how the derivative at the �xed point relates to the rate of onvergene fornearby orbits.For eah funtion, provide the following information, being as spei� as possible:a. The exat value (estimate if neessary) of the attrating or neutral �xed point p.b. The type of �xed point (attrating, super-attrating, weakly attrating, neutral, et.). jf 0(p)jd. The number of iterations neessary for the orbit of 0:2 to be within � of p. Spei�ally, �ndthe smallest natural number n suh thatjfn(0:2)� pj < �(You do not need to turn in the orbit, just the value of n.)The funtions to onsider are:1. f(x) = x22. f(x) = x2 + 3=163. f(x) = x2 + 0:244. f(x) = x2 + 0:255. f(x) = x2 � 0:246. f(x) = x2 � 0:75 2



7. f(x) = 0:7x(1� x)8. f(x) = x(1� x)9. f(x) = 2x(1� x)10. f(x) = 2:7x(1� x)11. f(x) = os x12. f(x) = x� x313. Given your results above, what is the relationship between the magnitude of the derivativeat the �xed point p and the rate of onvergene to p? Be as preise as possible using theexamples above. Be sure to ompare the attrating versus neutral ase. Why is it that weall a �xed point with derivative 0 super-attrating?14. What is the main di�erene in onvergene to p between ases where f 0(p) > 0 and f 0(p) < 0?Is there a major di�erene in the rate of onvergene for derivatives of opposite sign butsimilar magnitude?15. For the ases with neutral �xed points suh that f 0(p) = 1, what is the relationship betweenthe speed of onvergene and the higher order derivatives (seond and third) at the �xedpoint?Attrating 2-CylesEah of the following funtions has a period 2-yle that attrats the orbit of 0.2. As before,fousing on the relationship between the derivative and the rate of onvergene, provide thefollowing information for eah funtion, being as spei� as possible:a. The exat values of the attrating or neutral periodi 2-yle.b. The type of periodi yle (attrating, super-attrating, weakly attrating, neutral, et.). j(f 2)0(p)j (where p is one of the values on the 2-yle)d. The approximate number of iterations neessary for the orbit of 0:2 to be within � =0:00001 of the period 2-yle.The funtions to onsider are:16. f(x) = x2 � 0:917. f(x) = x2 � 118. f(x) = x2 � 1:2519. Given your results above, what is the relationship between the magnitude of the derivativealong a yle and the rate of onvergene to the yle? Be as preise as possible using theexamples above. Be sure to ompare the attrating versus neutral ase.3


